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Abstract. Employment integration is a cornerstone of migrant integration into host society. Though many AI initiatives targeting migrants have been initiated, research is limited on the design, outcomes and effectiveness of such initiatives. Today, there is a lack of effective implementation protocols and opportunities to assess whether these technologies constitute successful intervention tools and actually contribute to migrant integration. This four-year interdisciplinary research project seeks to gain a deeper understanding of the challenges and opportunities that artificial intelligence (AI) entails for facilitating migrant employment integration and workplace inclusion. We address the following research questions: 1. How is AI used by migrants, their co-workers and the actors involved in their employment integration process? 2. How does AI enhance migrant professional competences? and 3. What are pathways to success of AI interventions for integration and inclusion purposes? A combination of qualitative and quantitative research methods (interviews, focus groups, shadowing and interactive workshops) is used. In six work packages (WPs) we analyze and identify the challenges and opportunities that AI entail for facilitating migrant employment integration. Apart from contributing to theorizing migrant integration and AI, we also aim at providing a robust evidence-base for ‘good’ policy-making, regulatory guidelines and administration of profession-oriented integration process. Finally, we want to contribute to better understanding of how AI can contribute to overcoming prejudice and discrimination, which, in turn, can lead to mutual learning and building sustainable, welcoming and secure communities.
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1 Introduction

Today, migrants comprise 3.5 percent of the world population [1], which makes international migration and migrant integration global issues that require solutions. Artificial Intelligence (AI) defined as “a growing resource of interactive, autonomous, self-learning agency, which enables computational artifacts to perform tasks that otherwise would require human intelligence to be executed successfully” [2], is already contributing to managing the international migration process [3]. Algorithmic decision-making in immigration and asylum determination [4] and facial recognition technology (FTA) for law enforcement and border-management purposes [5] are some examples of AI interventions in this domain.

Upon reaching their destinations, many migrants are striving to integrate into the host society. Migrant integration is “a two-way process of adaptation by migrants and host societies…[and implies] consideration of the rights and obligations of migrants and host societies, of access to different kinds of services and the labor market, and of identification and respect for a core set of values that bind migrants and host communities in a common purpose” [6]. Labor market (employment) integration, often perceived as a cornerstone of migrant integration [7], is the focus of this project.

Though many migrants are highly educated people [8], many professionals from third-world countries are unable to secure employment in the profession for which they are qualified. In Sweden, the rate of employment among the foreign-born population is 15.4%, compared to 3.8% for the domestic-born population. Supporting migrants to enter the labor market is consequently an important issue for consideration. Further, employment integration does not cease after obtaining employment. Upon entering an organization, the interplay of a migrant employee with organizational cultures, employers and co-workers is fundamental for integration and workplace inclusion, which is often complicated due to language problems, cultural differences, and prejudice, leading to discrimination and exclusion practices [9].

As integration in general, and employment integration in particular requires enormous efforts and resources from both migrants and host societies, the question that arises is How can AI support migrant employment integration?

In this 4-year interdisciplinary research proposal, we seek to gain a deeper understanding of the challenges and opportunities that AI entails for supporting migrant employment integration in Sweden. We will empirically examine the ways in which AI interventions are used in different phases of the migrant employment process. We will also identify the structural constraints that determine a migrant’s chances for competence development and the social, political, and economic conditions necessary for such interventions to succeed. Further, we will design and develop a set of criteria against
which the success of technologically led interventions can be measured and discussed, which will help inform innovations in AI interventions for migrant integration and inclusion purposes.

2 Aim and specific questions

Against this background, we address the following research questions:

1. How is AI used by migrants, their co-workers and the actors involved in their employment integration process?
2. How does AI enhance migrants’ professional competence?
3. What are the pathways to success for AI interventions for migrant integration and inclusion purposes?

3 State-of-the-Art

AI technology is penetrating the domain of migrant integration. Job supply, demand and matching are three crucial factors to migrant labor market entry [10]. One of the emerging application areas is matching migrants’ professional skills with locations which have similar demands to identify the best prospects for obtaining employment. Some prominent examples of AI implementation in this area are the Swiss Immigration Policy Lab (IPL) algorithm program and the American Annie MOORE (Matching and Outcome Optimization for Refugee Empowerment) software, which assess migrant’s competencies and enable officials to situate them in parts of the country which best fit their profiles [11, 12]. As research about the outcomes of these interventions is limited, questions concerning the complexity of validating migrants’ professional backgrounds such as formal/informal competence and prior learning using AI algorithms remain unanswered. Validation of a migrant’s professional skills has an enormous impact on their chances for the labor market entry in host country [13], and failures in validation procedure can have devastating effects for them. Accordingly, exploring the affordances and limitations of AI in this area is vital for integration.

Another domain of AI application is in human resource management, in areas such as recruitment, selection, training and HR planning, for example, prescreening candidate profiles and preparing interview questions. Some companies use recruitment chatbots such as Olivia/Paradox (https://www.paradox.ai/) for contact with job applicants. Despite the benefits of using chatbots such as objectivity and time effectiveness, issues such as their insensitivity to language variations and the limited capacity of current technology to understand complex relationships and contexts tends to create communication breakdowns when communicating with job seekers are common [14]. The language variations aspect may be especially important in relation to migrant job seekers with limited language competence, which, in combination with the mentioned limitations, can lead to understanding problems and the unmotivated exclusion of candidates.

For labor market entry, learning a language and the cultural patterns of the host society as well as networking with locals are essential prerequisites for success [7, 15]. In digital foreign language learning, AI elements are becoming increasingly used in providing opportunities for personalized language courses [16], enabling instant and non-judgmental feedback to learners [17] as well as supporting teachers by taking over some time-consuming tasks [18]. Machine translation, in spite of its drawbacks, still provides opportunities for handling everyday interactions for people with limited language skills (e.g. Google Translate is extensively used by newly arrived migrants in Sweden [19, 20]). Research has shown that though digital language learning tools are becoming increasingly used in training courses for migrants [21, 22], they are not always adapted to their needs. Frequently these kinds of tools lack information about the cultural values, rules and regulations of the host society, which results in migrants perceiving them as too abstract and not useful for integration purposes [23]. Further, cultural preferences concerning the design of digital tools are not addressed. Our study of the Swedish mobile application Welcome! which matches migrant professionals and locals with similar educational backgrounds for exploring employment opportunities showed that some migrant users perceived chat as being too impersonal [24, 25]. In addition to this, although many migrants have access to digital tools, e.g. smartphones and laptops, digitalization is an additional barrier in terms of the digital skill gap that many senior and lower-educated migrants must overcome to integrate in the Swedish labor market [26]. Thus, considering migrants’ needs and accounting for intercultural variations in language, norms and values as well as digital readiness affecting the uptake and use of a new technology are essential for developing AI technologies.

Emerging research focuses on inherent cultural as well as ideological biases in logics and artificial intelligence. In turn, such biases are both inherent in and reproduced by language and materialize in meanings, concepts and ideals about desirable skills and competencies associated with labor market employability. Similarly, they impact on views of gender, career, work ethics, time conception and planning [9]. Inequality and discrimination thus risk being embedded in technorational solutions aimed at providing equal opportunities [27] – inclusive of migrants. Thus, we need to attend to risks of embedded and enhanced discrimination through such new technologies and equally account for the need for both culture-specific and intercultural competencies for potential job-seekers, as well as for employers and recruiters in particular.

Concerning the use of AI for workplace integration, an example of a job training intervention (though not developed specifically for migrants) is the Honeywell Connected Plant Skills Insight Immersive Competency, a VR/AR tool for transferring skills from retiring to new employees, to support the inclusion of junior trainees [28]. Though AI technologies
are believed to have potential to change the future of work and maximize workers’ potential, limited knowledge is available on the role of AI technologies for supporting communication in and management of a culturally diverse workplace [29], for preventing racism and lowering cultural barriers. In addition, research on the potential of AI tools for continuous language learning and developing intercultural communication skills, sharing experiences and cooperation in a diverse workplace is an undeveloped area.

From a societal perspective, an important issue concerns the legal aspects regarding the introduction of AI-driven technologies for the purposes of integrating migrants into the labor market including those of discrimination in the labor market as well as technology-embedded biases and discrimination. Yet, they also include questions of data collection and storage as regulated by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Directive (EU) no 2016/679. AI-driven technologies within this field often require users to submit sensitive personal data. The use of such data is strictly regulated by the GDPR. Furthermore, when Swedish public authorities – such as municipality actors, the Swedish Public Employment Service, or the Swedish Migration Authority – are involved additional legal provisions of confidentiality (sekretnesslagen) apply, circumscribing public actors to share data between themselves and with private actors. From the migrants’ perspective, though some recent evidence suggests that migrants might be cautious using digital tools due to surveillance risks [30, 31], there is limited detailed investigation of how their technology use is influenced by confidentiality issues. Thus, though AI presents a unique opportunity to challenge how we think about solving complex social problems for example unemployment, illiteracy and poverty [32], there is uncertainty for organizations, and especially so public institutions on how to manage AI and its implications for social good. The urgency to develop knowledge on how we can leverage on AI capabilities for the purposes of enabling sustainable pathways to improve employment integration cannot be underestimated [33].

The focus of this project proposal, AI for migrant workplace integration purposes is currently an undeveloped area, and limited empirical research concerning AI and migrant employment integration is available. Such interventions are often not designed on the basis of research, and, as a result, there is a lack of effective implementation protocols and base to assess whether these technologies actually contribute to migrant integration and what constitutes a successful intervention. Further, in the design of such interventions and AI-tools the question of in-built cultural and social biases is more seldom addressed. These reasons call for empirical and theoretical research in this area.

4 Research design

As the project will explore complex social and organizational phenomena, it will use a mixed methods approach [34] allowing for enhanced data accuracy and reliability. We will employ a combination of observation (shadowing [35]), interviews, focus group interviews as well as recordings of interactions in selected workplaces, studying such practices as recruitment, language, networking, mentorship, internship before and after migrants enter an organization. Our case studies will be conducted in the Gothenburg, Stockholm and Malmö areas, and, upon availability, in smaller cities. We will focus on highly educated newly arrived migrants (0-5 years in Sweden) with backgrounds in health, social care and social resilience, engineering and education, educated outside the EU/EES. The project will also take into account gender and age perspectives. As migrant women’s integration in the labor market is taking longer time than men’s [10, 36], their digital skills are of particular interest to us to establish how to support their employment integration. Further, some professions are traditionally male-dominated (e.g. engineering) and this can present an additional challenge for migrant women. Other professions may be more female-dominated (e.g. educational sector) which may present challenges for male migrants. Concerning age, in our previous research, we have found that many senior migrants experienced more problems using digital tools than younger migrants, which resulted in them being excluded [19, 24]. Thus, one of the contributions of this project will be to provide insights into how AI can support senior skilled migrants in employment integration.

We are aware of the sensitivity of our research. An application to the Ethical Review Board will be submitted and the project will be conducted in line with the ethical guidelines recommended by the Swedish Research Council.

The project will be undertaken over 4 years and includes six work packages (WPs) described in more detail below.

Year 1-3

WP1. Literature study. Mapping of AI initiatives: In the literature review, we will particularly draw upon the theoretical underpinnings of migrant integration, digitalization and AI. We will also map the existing AI initiatives in the field. Mapping activities and literature study will continue throughout the project to keep abreast of new publications and resources.

WP2. Labor market entry: Migrant professionals and the actors who support them in the preparation process for entering the labor market will be followed in field studies. Within this WP, two case studies will be initiated (Case study 1. Public Employment Service initiatives and Case study 2. Social-enterprise initiatives). We will choose 5-8 migrant professionals and follow them in their contacts with Public Employment Service staff and social-enterprise initiative, focusing on which
and how AI technologies are used in the projects to prepare the participants to enter the labor market. Focus group interviews will be conducted with migrants and the relevant actors about using AI in relation to labor market integration. We will focus on the professionals’ needs and competencies and how they are assisted by AI (RQ2), the practices and patterns of usage (RQ1) and how equality and non-discrimination are operationalized and infused into AI technologies developing suggestions for AI intervention at this stage (RQ3).

**WP3. Workplace inclusion:** Three case studies will be undertaken in selected sectors, such as health, social care and social resilience, engineering and education, by following migrants who entered the labor market and their integration processes during internship and/or employment. The case studies will focus on the migrants’ needs and professional competencies, how they are supported by digital technologies (RQ2), as well as their practices and patterns of usage (RQ1). This involves managing contacts and work-related communication in both formal (e.g. medical consultations for health care professionals, project meetings for engineers) and informal settings (e.g. coffee breaks at work and outside work). By using shadowing, focus group interviews and questionnaires with migrants, their co-workers and superiors, we will explore the use of AI for workplace integration and potential areas for AI implementation (RQ3).

**Data analysis for WP 2 and 3:** The recordings of interviews, focus group interviews and work-related activities will be transcribed verbatim and analyzed using Thematic Content Analysis [37] using deductively and inductively developed categories.

**Year 3-4**

**WP4. A societal perspective.** We will map the social, political, legal, economic and structural constraints influencing migrants’ life chances in relation to employment and the use of AI. It will also identify the cultural, social, political, legal and economic conditions that are necessary for such technology-led interventions to succeed. Legal regulatory frameworks (national and EU) and policy document analysis, mass media analysis, business and corporate discourse analysis (including recruitment, HR and mission statements), and a scientific and popular literature analysis will be conducted and discussed at interactive workshops with advisory board and practitioners. In addition, national and international best practice cases will be collected and analyzed.

**WP 5. Synthesizing the results.** In WP 5, we will draw data from WPs 1-4, and by conducting a series of interactive data synthesis workshops, will iteratively develop a set of criteria against which the success of technologically led interventions can be measured and critiqued (RQ3). After each workshop, criteria will be brought back to the research team for discussion and feedback. At the end of WP5, we will present the criteria and suggest concrete and user-friendly model(s) for successfully led technical interventions. Data analysis will be carried out iteratively both during and after the data collection phase. We will perform coding relying on thematic analysis using qualitative analysis software. Throughout this process, our goal is to remain sensitive to our theoretical bases while also being heedful of data driven codes to ensure a holistic depiction of the empirical data. This work package will generate substantive and actionable policy recommendations consistent with the political and legal realities of migration as migrants experience them.

**WP 6. Dissemination of results and Integration, AI (IDE-AI) lab.** WP will be undertaken throughout the course of the project. We will initiate the virtual IDE-AI lab, a platform for cooperation between researchers and practitioners, in which we will address the issues emerging from all WPs, working together with tech-for-good companies, practitioners working with migration, integration, software developers, etc. We will also make conference presentations, organize interactive workshops and publish in open access peer-reviewed journals.

## 5 Contribution to theory and societal impact

The project explores an underdeveloped research area in regard to migrant employment integration using AI as a bridging tool, aiming at advancing understanding of the ways that AI can support migrant professionals, and how AI tools need to be designed and managed in different phases of the employment process. By focusing our studies on selected professional fields, we hope that the outcomes will be transferable to other professional groups.

Recognizing migrants’ skills through dignified or high-status work will help address inequalities. This appreciation of skills is a prerequisite of social cohesion. Because it is the most effective antidote to anti-migrant discourse, it is imperative that the wider community are able to relate to immigrants as equals who are making and seen to be making economic and social contributions to society. Access to employment opportunities becomes the foundation for challenging stereotypes of immigrants as unskilled, low-agency victims who are dependent on state handouts and charity, and reduce the occurrence of intimidation in the workplace. The insights from our project will contribute to overcoming prejudice and discrimination with the support of AI, which can lead to mutual learning and to building sustainable, welcoming and secure communities.